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Sources of Gastrointestinal
Haemorrhage

"This, which we have seen as the result of ulceration, also occurs with-
out any such disease; and I have seen it fatal where no organic disease
could be discovered, and even the source of the haemorrhage could not
be detected." This reference to haematemesis appeared in a treatise'
over a hundred years ago by Abercrombie, first Physician to the King in
Scotland, but the diagnostic perplexity it expresses is equally relevant
to-day.

This week in an article at page 267 of the B.M.7. Dr. Avery Jones
reviews his experience of more than 4,000 patients admitted to the Central
Middlesex Hospital with acute alimentary bleeding. In common with
other workers in Britain Avery Jones found that peptic ulcer, acute and
chronic, was much the most important cause, accounting for about eight
out of every ten admissions, whereas portal hypertension was responsible
in less than 3%. In contrast, a third of the patients with upper gastro-
intestinal haemorrhage in the Massachusetts General Hospital are bleed-
ing from oesophageal varices,2 and another report from Boston' has
emphasized the common occurrence of gastritis as a cause of bleeding.
Such variations, which are partly determined by differences in consump-
tion of alcohol, are important because successful management depends on
accurate diagnosis. The situation is further complicated by the common
association of cirrhosis, varices, and bleeding ulcer.4
Any judgement on severe gastric or duodenal haemorrhage must find

its basis in a proper appreciation of the diagnostic possibilities, and Avery
Jones details a long list of other less common causes, including hiatus
hernia, gastric neoplasms, and the Mallory-Weiss syndrome. These
together were responsible for nearly 8% of admissions, while 40 different
diagnoses composed the remaining 10% of the series. In a number of
patients in the last group no cause of the bleeding was found. Therefore
in Great Britain upper gastrointestinal bleeding can be confidently
assumed to come from peptic ulcer in the great majority of cases, but
rather more than a quarter of these patients have no demonstrable radio-
logical abnormality when examined after recovery. Nevertheless, endo-
scopy performed in the early stages of illness will show an acute ulcer
in over half of this group with negative x-ray findings.5 Such lesions
heal quickly, and it is in these cases that the taking of aspirin makes its
appreciable contribution to haematemesis and melaena.

It is no surprise that hiatus hernia, a common defect, should figure in
almost all the published tables of final diagnosis of the cause of bleeding,
but without endoscopic confirmation its significance is hard to assess. In
his study of 1,011 patients with " gastro-oesophageal junctional disease "

E. D. Palmer6 encountered severe haemorrhage in more than one-quarter,
whereas in a British series previously reported by V. Edmunds7 bleeding
occurred in only 15% and was nearly always minimal or occult. Avery
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Jones comments that bleeding from the more common sliding
type of hernia is unlikely to be massive and that the risk of
severe haemorrhage is greatest in patients with a large and
often incarcerated loculus above the diaphragm. Bleeding
from traumatic laceration of the gastro-oesophageal junction
-the Mallory-Weiss syndrome-should be suspected when
this follows the initial vomiting of food and fluid, and the
source should be established whenever possible by gastro-
scopy. The frequency of this lesion (3% in Avery Jones's
series) provides a strong argument against undertaking
gastrectomy without precise identification of the cause of
bleeding. In fact bleeding from this cause is apt to be incor-
rectly attributed to hiatus herniation, the presence of which
appears to facilitate mucosal laceration from vomiting.

Haematemesis and melaena are fairly common symptoms
of carcinoma of the stomach, but often the diagnosis will have
been made before the onset of bleeding. Haemorrhage in
these cases is generally small, though exceptionally, as in the
ulcerating type of cancer, it may be profuse. As the blood
remains in the stomach for some time before it is vomited,
it is usually coffee-coloured and mixed with food and mucus.
Haemorrhagic conditions such as thrombocytopenic purpura
and von Willebrand's disease (hereditary capillary purpura)
are infrequent causes of gastrointestinal bleeding, but when
the source of the haemorrhage is not obvious nor the history

typical the possibility of an underlying blood dyscrasia should
always be investigated. The bleeding tendency may be the
result of treatment-for example, by anticoagulants.

It is clear from Avery Jones's data that every patient with
haematemesis presents a new challenge to diagnosis and
proper management, but there is still controversy about
whether radiological and endoscopic investigation should be
carried out in the first 24 hours after admission to establish
the cause of the bleeding.8-'0 Further clinical research is
needed to determine the value of doing these procedures early.
Failure to obtain the correct preoperative diagnosis should
not delay surgical intervention in the patient who continues
to bleed.
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Pancreatic Transplantation
The first human pancreatic transplants have recently been
reported. In the U.S.A. four patients aged from 28 to 44
years have been treated.' All had severe juvenile diabetes
mellitus complicated by renal failure; concomitant renal
transplants were done in three of the patients. All survived
the operation, and in three patients there was good evidence
that the allograft was functioning, as no insulin was required
for periods ranging from 31 to 134 days. In the fourth
patient both the transplanted kidney and pancreas from the
same donor failed to function, probably because of ischaemic
damage sustained before the blood supply to the grafts was
established. All four patients have since died, three from
infective complications and one from a pulmonary embolism.
Details of the quality of life experienced by these patients are
not given, nor is it stated whether they left hospital.
A further patient is reported2 from Brazil who underwent

pancreatic transplantation at the age of 28 years because of
severe diabetes mellitus complicated by peripheral neuropathy,
diarrhoea, and episodes of auricular fibrillation. The graft
functioned for only five days, after which time insulin was
required, but nine months after the operation the patient's
condition and insulin requirements were the same as before it.
The operative technique differed in the two centres. In

Minnesota the duodenum and whole pancreas were trans-

planted in order to preserve both exocrine and endocrine
pancreatic function, whereas in Brazil only the body and tail
of the pancreas was grafted and the pancreatic duct was
ligated to inhibit exocrine function. The grafts were placed
in the iliac fossa and vascular anastomoses constructed with
the iliac vessels. One end of the duodenum was closed and
the other end brought to the surface as a stoma, where its
appearance and the volume of pancreatic secretion acted as
sensitive guides to the diagnosis of early rejection.

Experimental heterotopic allotransplantation of the
pancreas has been studied in the dog, but despite a full
immunosuppressive regimen the longest survival has been only
139 days. Experiments show that the control of carbohydrate
metabolism is satisfactory whether the venous blood from the
graft drains into the portal or the systemic system.'

Theoretically a normally functioning pancreas with normal
control of carbohydrate metabolism is the ideal solution to
the problem of diabetes mellitus, especially when compared
with the relatively crude control achieved by insulin. Most
clinicians, however, would question the justification for
pancreatic transplantation at the present time, for in practice
a good medical regimen achieves a healthy life for the diabetic
patient which can be maintained for decades. Only a
minority of patients develop complications such as retinopathy
and nephropathy. The exact causes of these lesions are not
understood, and the structural changes are such that it is
unlikely that a normally functioning pancreas could ever
reverse them.

Present methods of immunosuppression are non-specific
and inherently dangerous; they render the patient susceptible
to all manner of bizarre and unexpected infective complica-
tions. Full immunosuppression maintained for many years
would certainly be more hazardous for the diabetic patient
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